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Presentation Notes
Welcome everybody, and thank you for being here today. I Present myself, I  am Jörg Liedtke, Central Europe Sales Director Sea vision . Just A quick overview of the issue that we will discuss over the next slides: I will shortly introduce SEA Vision in order to give you a snapshot of our company approach to customers and products. Then, I will introduce the potential benefits coming from  pharmaceutical serialization, including the challanges related to 4.0.  Following these many issues I would then to describe the approach of SEA Vision , which has designed brand new 4.0  solution that is based on ourTrack & trace and Smart SCADA solution. This mean that our product portfolio includes  a smart 4.0 solution that can be easily added , since it simply expands the capabilities of our traditional Traceability systems
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Wins and commercial results

+ 5000 Vision systems installed globally

+ 1000 T&T lines deployed worldwide 

+ 40% new 
Technical Assistant 

Engineers employment
on annual basis

+35% CAGR 
growth in last 5 years
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Presentation Notes
There are our wins and commercial results. The chart shows the company’s turnover evolution starting from 1995 till today.Thanks to its competence and high level of specialization, SEA Vision’s business has considerably grown.
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Today global reach

Subsidiaries
Commercial & tecnical
partnership

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here you can see an overview of our presence all over the world.  We are quickly expanding our presence having today around +200 people working for Sea Vision group worldwide. #00529b#24009b#009b48
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Product & Services portfolio

HARLEQUIN

 Blister Inspection
 Pharmaceutical kit check

OCV
 Characters and codes 

on product and package 
 Products integrity

DATABOX
 Linear and 2D codes 

check

SCADA & DATA 
ANALYTICS

T&T COMPLETE 
SOLUTION

 Serialization and 
aggregation solution

MANUAL 
WORKSTATIONS

SERVICES

 On-line & on-site support
 Training service
 Feasibility studies

SLA packages

 Service Level Agreements for 
dedicated support

Active Principle inspection

HARLENIR

 Manual  aggregation, 
commissioning and 
reworking

 Lines’ management 
and data collection 
from lines’ machineries

SLA packages
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Serialization Overview
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Serialization definition
Serialization means to apply a unique random serial number 
to an item to allow its tracking along the supply chain 
according to GS1® standard.

Serial number provisioning
Marking 
Verifying
Commissioning data 

Every SKU of same GTIN 
shall have its own unique 
fingerprint code

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What does «serialization» mean?Serializing means applying an unique and randomized serial number to an item (typically a carton or a bottle) according to the GS1 standard, allowing to trace it along the whole supply chain.Besides the serial number, other components are printed on the item during the serialization process: human readable data such as GTIN, batch number and expiry date , a datamatrix code containing all the above information2D Data Matrix code(01) GTIN(10) Batch Number(17) Expiry Date(21) Serialised Number
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Pakistan Track and Trace System

Regulatory Agency:
Drug Regulatory Authority of Pakistan (DRAP)

Deadlines: 
• starting in November 2017, optional until June 2019 
• mandatory from June 2020, tertiary packaging included

Coding type:
• 2D Datamatrix following GS1 standards on Primary packaging (only 

if not included in secondary packaging)
• 2D Datamatrix on Secondary packaging
• SSCC for tertiary packaging

• * Primary Packaging: packaging which is in direct physical contact with the active ingredient)
• **Secondary Packaging (a carton containing one or more primary packs)
• *** Tertiary Packaging: (a package containing one or more secondary packs) 
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Industry 4.0 Opportunities from 
Serialization
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Advanced Robotics - AI: Line and Machine 
Intelligence

Line and Machine Intelligence

The Machines optimize production flow and improve the processes
according to what take place in the plant

Intelligence
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SEA Vision Integrated IT System with 
Machines and Vision Control

• Intelligent Machines incorporated 
in Intelligent Production Line
•Vertical integration with SCADA and 

ERP/MES systems
•New technology and artificial 

intelligence will drive disruption 
and new solutions for the 
manufacturing process
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Vertical Integration and Line 
Management

Vertical Integration and Line Management
Smart Factory is based on full Integration and Data exchange, increasing process
quality, 
minimizing human actions, offering paperless reporting and production reconciliation
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4.0: a technologies hub

Advanced 
robotics

Artificial 
Intelligence

INDUSTRY 
4.0

Data 
Collection 

and analytics

IT Systems 
and 

Advanced 
Platforms

IT Systems 

INTERCONNECTION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Industry 4.0 is more than just a flashy catchphrase. It’s a confluence of trends and technologies that promises to reshape the way things are made. The term Industry 4.0 refers to the combination of several major innovations in digital technology, all coming to maturity right now, all poised to transform the manufacturing sectors. These technologies include:  advanced robotics, artificial intelligence, data capture and analytics , It systems and advanced platforms that uses algorithms to gather and collect all these elements together in an interoperable environment.Achieving higher efficiency and productivity rates  are just some examples of the benefits. 
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Data Collection and Business Analytics 
as Drivers for Efficiency
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Smart SCADA & DASHBOARD

Data collection from vision systems and machines PLCs
Line data monitoring and processing
Gather data in real time for OEE improvement

SEA Vision Server

Machines’s PLCs input & output

Data collection from vision systems
DASHBOARD

Synoptic view of all lines status Synoptic view of all lines status Synoptic view of all lines status 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Smart SCADA is the brand-new software suite for data acquisition . The SEA VISION DASHBOARD Visualizer provides a synoptic view of all lines status to monitor all the packaging lines of a production site.Smart SCADA can in fact Collect PLCs data (alarms, counters, events and Audit Trails) by systems and machinesWith these data , Dasboard visualizer can:2) Provide report of the whole packaging line post batch 3) Gather data in real time, allowing a focused intervention on the machines reducing potential line downtime4) Monitor and process the line data, to help improving the overall efficiency (OEE) of the line 5) Performance, availability, quality – raccolta kpi per valutare poi oee e site metrics6) Display data reports in real time
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3 Bricks of DASHBOARD SOLUTIONS
- Real time lines production   

status overview 
- Global Line OEE

- Machine KPIs
- Machine Status and Down Time Reasons
- Custom Machine Charts

- Production reports for 
Historical Trends

DASHBOARD

3 Bricks of DASHBOARD SOLUTIONS
-

-
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Views can be grouped and drilled down hierarchically by level such 
as sites, lines and assets. 

DASHBOARD VIEW: OEE, KPI and Much More
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ReportsDynamic and Custom Reports

Dynamic sample of machine conditions, e.g. 
temperature or pressure and custom graphics 
creation.

Reportttts
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SEA Vision Business Analytics

DATA COLLECTION DATA 
NORMALIZATION DATA ANALISYS MANAGEMENT

DECISION

Descriptive Analytics:
 Real time lines production status overview
 Global Line OEE
 Machine KPIs
 Machine Status and Down Time Reasons
 Custom Machine Charts

Predictive Analytics:
 Predictive Maintenance and Critical 

Parts Usage
 Equipment Wear

With data analysis techniques and extraction of the data processed by the packaging lines, SV4.0 tranforms “Big 
Data” into “Smart DATA” in a in a simple, flexible and effective way to obtain the right information which reach the 

right people at the right time”.

The objective of our solution is helping customers improving their decisional process with a data-driven instrument.

Prescriptive Analytics
 Production reports for Historical 

trends  
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Predictive Maintenance

Moving from reactive maintenance to predictive maintenance requires real time data collection able to 
interpret it meaningfully. The status of machines is recorded using sensor technology and automatically 
checked against templates which indicate a possible fault. To this end we apply concepts such as data 
mining, data modelling or machine learning.
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 Minimized time for batch start > reduce time-wasting 
operations

 Secure data transfer by mean of ERP and MES Automatic 
imputs, with validated process > Safer process

 Traceability processes and automated data exchange from 
Lines to wharehouse and centralized ERP / MES > Full 
process control

 Balancing upon products in the packaging line (in/out) > 
Avoid cross check contamination 

 Business intelligence to visualize in real time the line 
status and advanced reporting >  Faster problem 
resolution

 Integrated processes in a centralized framework allow 
to use data for > improve decision making process

SEA Vision Industry 4.0 Benefits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sicurezza del trasferiemento dei dati attraverso imput automatico da erp e mes con processo validatoControllo diprocesso con traccitura del prodotto automatizzata tra linea magazzino e sistema centrale ERP/MESControllo dei prodotti in entrata e uscita (balancing) per prevenire ed eliminare cross check contamination Attaverso BI visulaizzazione in tempo reale dello stato della linea e reportistica avanzata che permette di reagire velocemente per la risuluzione dei problemBenefico di un processo integrato con piattaforma che permette di utilizzare i dati come fonte decisionale.
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